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Active Space Technologies is an European based 

company operating in space, aeronautics, nuclear and 

industry. Active Space Technologies offers bespoke 

electro-mechanical systems for extreme harsh 

environments, such as instruments and mechanisms, 

actuators and wireless sensing systems. Our systems 

are qualified for high-g, high temperature radiation 

environments.

Our core activities focus on:

• space instrumentation;

• structural and thermal control systems for space 

applications;

• harsh environment monitoring and control systems for 

aerospace applications;

• remote handling systems for hazardous and radiation 

environments;

• automated systems for industry.

ACTIVE SPACE 
TECHNOLOGIES
Structures and mechanisms for Space; Condition Based Maintenance systems for 
extreme environments

Filipe Castanheira, Business Development

info@activespacetech.com

+351 304 505 505

www.activespacetech.com

Coimbra

Contacts

CONTROLAR

Victor Pesquera, IDi Responsible / Spain Representative

vpesquera@eiit.com

+34 654 76 90 51

www.controlar.comt

Alfena, Porto

Contacts

CONTROLAR is a Portuguese SME with more than 25 

years of experience in the Automotive Industry and more 

than 15 years of experience in AeroSpace and Defence 

Industry working for the main reference companies in 

this market, such as AIRBUS, THALES ALENIA SPACE, 

CRISA, CLEMESSY, RAYTHEON, MBDA.

In order to ensure effective competition in the 

market, while maintaining high level of satisfaction 

and excellence, Controlar established a culture of 

commitment to quality and specifications. Such is 

achieved through the implementation of certifications 

and establishment of key partners. ISO9001; ISO140001; 

NP4457; ISO27001 and ISO9100.

CONTROLAR presents production units and assistance 

around the world with well-established partnerships with 

reference OEM partners worldwide.

We innovate industry with creative solutions through the knowledge and experience 
of our engineers, ensuring high standards of quality to provide the best products and 
services worldwide.

Our core activities in AeroSpace focus on:

• Mechanical and Electrical Design

• High Standard Documentation

• Assembly Services and Know-How

• On Field Installation
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We are dedicated to the reliability and excellence that 

have become our hallmarks, and to maintaining our 

ambition of tackling the world’s most demanding 

technological challenges. Established in 1998, we provide 

systems and software services for safety, mission and 

business-critical applications. We help to ensure our 

clients meet the most demanding quality standards 

for software safety, performance and reliability. Our 

data management solutions and services also provide 

clients with the information they need to manage their 

important assets and processes, helping them to achieve 

better business performance.

CRITICAL SOFTWARE

Software architecture, development and certification; System testing

Rodrigo Pascoal, Business Development Manager

rodrigo.pascoal@criticalsoftware.com

+351 239 989 100

www.criticalsoftware.com

Coimbra, Coimbra

Contacts

D-ORBIT

Bruno Carvalho, Director (Portugal)

bruno.carvalho@dorbit.space

+351 913 779 471

www.dorbit.space

Lisboa, Lisboa

Contacts

D-Orbit PT is focused on the development of software 

solutions for D-Orbit products: a free-flying cubesat 

deployer (ION: In-Orbit NOW) and end-to-end satellite 

manufacturing and launch services; decommissioning 

and orbit raising devices. D-Orbit Portugal delivers 

a modular and highly-customisable Mission Control 

and Ground Station software, which will operate the 

ION mission. We have ambitious plans to evolve this 

solution into a web-based, cloud hosted, fully modular 

platform: adaptable to different space mission profiles, 

constellation architectures and communication 

protocols.

Space upstream segment: mission control, ground station software, cubesat 
deployers, de-commissioning devices
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Miguel Santos, Commercial Business Manager

miguel.santos@frezitehp.com

+351 220 045 400

www.frezitehp.com

Porto, Porto

Contacts

Portuguese leader company, FHP (Frezite High 

Performance) provides thermal insulation, mechanical 

components in metal and composite materials and 

MGSEs. FHP has a multidisciplinary research and 

developed engineering team with expertise in aerospace, 

mechanical, materials and electrotechnology, which 

assures all activities of laboratory, pilot and industrial scale 

development. The company offers mechanical design, 

structural and thermal analysis, manufacturing, assembly 

and test for instruments, satellites and launcher sections 

and integrate several types of composite structures, 

such as struts, electronic boxes and pressure vessels, by 

filament winding process. With perfect combination of 

resources and based on its own highly modern ISO 5 

cleanroom featured with bake-out chamber, FHP makes 

each project a tailoring activity.

Design, manufacturing, testing and integration of Mechanical and Thermal hardware.

FHP - FREZITE HIGH 
PERFORMANCE

DEIMOS

Nuno Ávila, General Manager

deimos@deimos.com.pt

+351 218 933 010

www.deimos.com.pt

Lisboa, Lisboa

Contacts

DEIMOS Engenharia is the Portuguese filial of Deimos 

Group (300 engineers / offices in Spain, Portugal, UK and 

Romania), with strong capabilities in the development 

of satellite systems, covering all pipeline since the 

initial mission and concept definition, down to the user 

segment facilities, services and applications.

DEIMOS is present in all ESA programs and most 

missions. By launching and operating DEIMOS-1 and 

DEIMOS-2 (this last one completely integrated by 

DEIMOS), DEIMOS has consolidated its position in the 

space sector as one of the pioneers in the European 

Commercial Earth Observation Sector. Additionally, 

Deimos owns and operates the most important optical 

SST node of European SST System.

Space system engineering; Earth Observation.
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GMV

Teresa Ferreira, Director of Space

space.portugal@gmv.com

+351 213 829 366

Lisboa, Lisboa

Contacts

Established in 1984, GMV is a private capital technology 

business group with an international presence. Our areas 

of activity include: Aeronautics, Automotive, Cybersecurity, 

Defense and Security, Space, Finance, Industry, Healthcare, 

Digital Public Services, and Intelligent Transportation 

Systems. We are the 6th largest industrial group in the 

space sector and we provide space agencies, satellite 

operators, and clients from around the world the best 

high-tech solutions to meet your needs and obtain 

excellent results. We design ground and flight systems for 

a wide variety of space missions that provide positioning, 

navigation, communication, security, science, exploration, 

and weather information. 

Some of our achievements include:

• Pioneer and leader in GNSS Systems in Europe;

• European Number 1 in the Control Ground Segment;

• European leader in avionics and guidance, navigation 

and control system;

• Leader in Space Surveillance and Tracking (SST) 

operations centers and technology;

• Leading provider of processing and applications for 

Earth Observation;

• Leader in European Space Robotics R&D and 

technology.

European Key Player in the Space Domain

www.gmv.com

With a team of multidisciplinary top-level engineers 

covering electronics, mechanics, optical systems and 

software development, Lusospace is able to concept, 

design, develop, prototype, test and integrate the most 

advanced and innovative technological systems and 

components for complex problems.

In activity since 2002, Space Sector and Highly Critical 

Systems were the main focus of our activities, with Space 

Hardware delivered for 30+ missions, 300+ months 

of accumulated Space fly time and a zero fail record. 

Our skills cover AOCS, Optoelectronics and Optical 

Communications, Electronics, Mechanical, Embedded 

Software and Augmented Reality Systems for Space 

and other Industries. The use of proven and reliable 

methodologies, strict quality procedures, and a qualified 

and motivated team, allows us to assure the best results 

in our projects.

Lusospace is IS9001 certified since 2008. We also follow 

the ECSS standards and we hold certification for SMT 

soldering for space applications.

LUSOSPACE
High-tech Engineering (Space Hardware and Augmented Reality expertise).

José Pimentão, Space System Engineer

info@lusospace.com

+351 213 974 363

www.lusospace.com

Lisboa, Lisboa

Contacts
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Omnidea is a R&D aerospace company, founded in 2003, 

with its main focus on space technologies. The company 

is part of the Omnidea Group composed by Omnidea 

(Portugal), Omnidea-RTG (Germany), Armilar (Portugal) 

and Pleione (Greece), all dedicated to the aerospace 

industry. We have a multidisciplinary team of highly 

qualified professionals with comprehensive engineering 

backgrounds, providing solutions to the challenges 

inherent to the aerospace industry, namely in the 

development of propulsion systems, airborne platforms 

and advanced manufacturing technologies.

Omnidea is building the necessary know-how and 

systems to create an European microlauncher and is 

also the propulsion system authority in the industrial 

consortium, for the first microsatellite for in-orbit 

national technology demonstration.

OMNIDEA
Space Technologies and Energy Systems.

Nuno Fernandes, General Manager Omnidea-RTG GmbH

info@omnidea.net

+351 211 913 169

www.omnidea.net

Viseu, Viseu

Contacts

QSR is a strategy consulting firm providing high-end 

solutions within human capital for industries with high 

technological intensity. We help clients improve their 

performance and ensure a successful culture by aligning 

the organization and people with the business strategy 

across complex processes.

Our practices include: Consulting, Recruitment and 

Selection, Outplacement, Talent Management, Learning 

and Development, Internship Management, and 

Research and Development.

QSR has an Innovation Center for R&D, focused on 

human resources and skills incl. technology impact 

studies. Currently we are leaders of the Working Group 

Skills of EACP and have participated in numerous 

international projects within the Aerospace sector with 

major industry players.

QSR
Consulting; Human Capital Management; R&D.

Carlos Maio, CEO

info@qsr.consulting

+351 211 359 758

www.qsr.consulting

Lisboa, Lisboa

Contacts
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TEKEVER was created in 2001 and its development strategy 

relies on competitive technology development, organic 

growth and by having an international reach, operating in 

areas where innovative ICT and Aerospace products can 

make a significant impact on organizations’ activities and 

people’s life.

TEKEVER designs, develops and commercializes 

advanced technology, products and services in three 

main areas: digital, unmanned aerial vehicles and space. 

On digital, TEKEVER is upporting industries to develop 

the digital side of their business. On UAVs, TEKEVER is 

currently the main provider for civilian drone-based 

maritime surveillance services in Europe. On Space, 

TEKEVER is leading INFANTE, the Portuguese flagship 

project for the development of a microsatellite as a 

precursor for future constellations targeted at maritime 

applications. TEKEVER is also developing the inter-

satellite link for ESA missions such as PROBA-3.

TEKEVER
Provider of UAVs, satellites, communication systems and related technologies.

Pedro Petiz, Head of Autonomous Systems

aed@tekever.com

+351 213 304 300

www.tekever.com

Caldas da Rainha, Leiria

Contacts

Projects ProductsClientsReference 

AR3 Net Ray

AR5 Life Ray

AR4 Light Ray

GAMALINK

INFANTE

PROBA-3

REACT

ESA

EDP

EMSA

Santander

VisionSpace Technologies GmbH, is a German engineering 

company with business in Space and Cybersecurity 

industries. In the Space industry, it develops activities 

across a variety of domains ranging from operations, 

infrastructure, astrodynamics, ground-stations and 

end-to-end engineering. Our main customers are 

pan-European space agencies and commercial space 

companies. 

Since its foundation in 2011, VisionSpace has been 

growing sustainably, gathering distinctive competencies 

allowing us to innovate towards today’s state of the art 

systems and technologies. This healthy growth also led us 

to expand and create Vision Intelligent Systems UG and 

Lean Space Unipessoal Lda.. 

The group employs more than 30 staff that are actively 

trained to attain new competencies and bring new 

ideas and approaches that cover gaps in the market. 

VisionSpace and Lean Space are totally owned by the 

two Portuguese founders that manage the company 

independently with financial self-sufficiency.

VISION SPACE
Enterprise-level solutions for satellite missions.

Tiago Carvalho, CEO

info@visionspace.com

www.visionspace.com

Figueira da Foz, Coimbra

Contacts

All activities within the group rely on a strong R&D 

strategy financed either by the company’s re-investment 

funds or by the available public funds (national and 

European). The R&D is often done in strict collaboration 

with public and private entities, providing valuable inputs 

and insights that allow us to have a better understanding 

of the real problems. This is key to the groups’ strategy, a 

close follow up of the technological trends and develop 

alternative approaches and solutions to operational 

environments and real-life challenges
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aed@aedportugal.pt

PORTUGUESE DELEGATION

ORGANISED AND PROMOTED BY:

www.aedportugal.pt

José Neves, Board President

Rui Santos, General Manager

Francisco Esteves, Communication Manager

VISIT US AT SPACE TECH EXPO

HALL 5, STAND N11

AED CLUSTER PORTUGAL

AED Cluster Portugal is the Portuguese Aeronautics, Space and Defence Cluster and involves 

already more than 100 entities established in Portugal, being able to act as an entry point and a 

one-stop-shop in Portugal, for all national and international players.

+351 214 218 781


